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TYPE OF TOUR: Treasure hunt. Autonomous tour. 

PURPOSE: Discover the city with another gaze and collect alternative souvenirs. 

TARGET: open for everyone 

NEEDS: (every team/family) 

▪ smartphone with camera and access to specially created FB profile: 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100088144237277  

▪ map with some initial suggestions 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24343710
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24343711
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100088144237277


 



 

NARRATIVE LINE: 
the tour starts at any point 
on the map and all visitors 
can create their own tours, 
adding new points or 
missing those on the map 
 



 

 

 

  

 

Two podcasts were created to 

inspire the visitors: 

The first one is about the 

history of jewel theft…. 

 

The silence of one Monday morning in November 2019 in the halls of 
Grünes Gewölbe placed in the castel in Dresden was interrupted by the 
sound of a glass case breaking. The glass - under the influence of the 
blows of the ax - shatters into millions of pieces…. 
 
Grünes Gewölbe is one of the richest jewellery museums in Europe, 
exhibiting the famous collection of jewels that is considered one of the 
most valuable in Europe, originating from the times of the Saxon elector 
and Polish king August II the Strong!  
 
The history of these jewels begins on June 17, 1696, in Wilanów, when 
Polish King Jan III Sobieski dies, and preparations for the next election 
begin in Poland. As a result of stormy deliberations in the fields near 
Warsaw, on June 27, 1697, a double election takes place - a part of 
assembled nobility nominates Prince Conti from France as a new king of 
Poland, and another part - the Saxon candidate Frederick Augustus. 
Frederick August arrives in Poland very fast; he renews his Catholic 
profession of faith in the sanctuary in Piekary Śląskie, on July 31 he 
solemnly enters Krakow, and on September 15 he is crowned as a king in 
the Wawel Cathedral, taking the name of August II.  
 
But back to the Monday in November 2019…. The thieves have stolen, 
among other items, the most famous Polish decoration - the Order of the 
White Eagle, the oldest and highest state decoration of the Republic of 
Poland, awarded for outstanding civil and military merits, both in 
peacetime and in wartime. The decoration is awarded to the most 
outstanding Poles and the highest-ranking representatives of foreign 
countries. This is the oldest Polish decoration established by August II - 
the star and the eagle on the jewel of the order sparkle with diamonds, 
and the contour of the Maltese cross is outlined with a row of rubies. In 
the centre of the eight-pointed star there is a 20-carat diamond…. 
 
And here we start our historic challenge…. Find the Polish eagle in 
Dresden. As an element of architecture, a coat of arms, an artifact, but 
also a figure associated with Poland…. 
 

The second podcast is about 

some inspirational facts from 

the history of Polish people in 

Dresden, including Polish 

kings, poets, writers, 

musicians, solders, 

composers… 

 



 

CALL TO ACTION: Search for traces of Polish history in Dresden - discover the traces of Polish eagles 

in the capital of Saxony, share suggestions, photos and comments…. on the FB profile: 

 



 

 

 

                                                                                                              

DIGITAL TOOLS: 

▪ QR Code 

▪ Profile on FB  

▪ Adobe Illustrator  

▪ Anchor  

▪ Spotify 

▪ Paint 

▪ Audiacity 

 



 

 

                                    

Bernardo Bellotto - an Italian urban landscape painter, 

vedutista, and printmaker in etching famous for his vedute of 

European cities – Dresden and Warsaw.  

 

Two more podcasts are already recorded and published on Tour FB profile: 

Marcella Sembrich (Prakseda Marcelina Kochańska) - Polish 

coloratura soprano. She had an important international 

singing career, also at the New York Metropolitan Opera. She 

had her "first" home in Dresden. 

 


